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Programmable photonic circuits

Wim Bogaerts1,2 ✉, Daniel Pérez3,4, José Capmany3,4, David A. B. Miller5, Joyce Poon6,7,  
Dirk Englund8, Francesco Morichetti9 & Andrea Melloni9

The growing maturity of integrated photonic technology makes it possible to build 
increasingly large and complex photonic circuits on the surface of a chip. Today, most 
of these circuits are designed for a specific application, but the increase in complexity 
has introduced a generation of photonic circuits that can be programmed using 
software for a wide variety of functions through a mesh of on-chip waveguides, 
tunable beam couplers and optical phase shifters. Here we discuss the state of this 
emerging technology, including recent developments in photonic building blocks 
and circuit architectures, as well as electronic control and programming strategies. 
We cover possible applications in linear matrix operations, quantum information 
processing and microwave photonics, and examine how these generic chips can 
accelerate the development of future photonic circuits by providing a higher-level 
platform for prototyping novel optical functionalities without the need for custom 
chip fabrication.

Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) have recently become an estab-
lished and powerful technology that supports many applications1,2. 
Like electronic integrated circuits, PICs are implemented on the surface 
of a chip, but they manipulate light instead of electrical signals, using 
on-chip optical waveguides, beam couplers, electro-optic modulators, 
photodetectors and lasers. Whereas electronic circuits are good at 
digital computations, photonics circuits are good at transporting and 
processing analogue information. Therefore, today PICs are mostly 
used in fibre-optic communications, but they are also useful in various 
applications in which light has an important role, such as chemical, bio-
logical or spectroscopic sensors, metrology, and classical and quantum 
information processing. Because most photonic circuits are tailored for 
one of these applications, they are called application-specific photonic 
integrated circuits (ASPICs) and, given that the flow of light is essentially 
fixed, they can be very compact and power-efficient.

Programmable PICs are based on the idea that the flow of light on 
the chip can be manipulated at run-time, for example, by electrically 
controlling tunable beam couplers connected by optical waveguides3. 
This way, light is distributed and spatially rerouted under software con-
trol. These chips can implement various linear functions by interfering 
signals along different paths, and they can define programmable wave-
length filters3, which are essential building blocks for communication 
or sensor applications and for the manipulation of microwave signals in 
the optical domain4,5. When scaling up such meshes of connected wave-
guides, the interferences can perform linear optical computations, such 
as real-time matrix–vector products6–8. These are essential operations 
in quantum information processing9–12, neuromorphic computing and 
artificial intelligence6,7, and we are already seeing rapid development of 
programmable PIC technologies in these applications. As in electronics, 
programmability makes it possible to (re)configure the functionality 
at run-time, which lowers the economic and technological barriers to 
using the circuit and provides a path to upgradability.

In conventional optics, a system with even a few interferometric 
elements becomes difficult to line up, in terms of both space and 
wavelength. However, we can now fabricate complex interferometric 
systems on a chip, with architectures and algorithms for program-
ming, stabilization and control. Some of these systems even allow 
self-configuration, adapting the circuit in real time to the optical prob-
lem being solved, without high-level calculations8,13,14. This combina-
tion of complex circuits and control techniques is opening the field of 
programmable photonics.

Here, we summarize recent developments in this emerging field. We 
start by explaining the core concepts of waveguide meshes and how 
they route light and perform analogue matrix and filtering operations. 
We then look at the necessary technologies for such photonic circuits. 
Because programmable PICs are more generic than ASPICs, they can 
be deployed in various applications, but there are some fields in which 
their unique capability to perform matrix and parallel operations is 
especially valuable. Based on this, we look at the future potential of 
programmable photonics.

Mesh architectures and algorithms
In programmable photonic integrated circuits, the flow of light is con-
trolled by waveguides connected in a mesh using 2 × 2 blocks, or ‘ana-
logue gates’, the on-chip equivalent of free-space optical beam splitters. 
The mesh connectivity determines the possible functions of the pro-
grammable circuit, and how it can be configured. Some architectures 
enable arbitrary matrix operations4–6,8,12–31, and can even automatically 
adapt to changing problems8,13,14,29–32.

We can separate waveguide meshes into two broad classes:  
(1) forward-only, where the light flows from one side of the mesh to the 
other7,8,12,14,32,33 and (2) recirculating, where light can also be routed in 
loops and even back to the input ports3,5,18,23. Both architectures use the 
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same building blocks: waveguides, 2 × 2 couplers, and optical phase 
shifters that form the analogue optical gates.

The basic block: a 2 × 2 analogue optical gate
A 2 × 2 optical gate projects the light from two input waveguides onto 
two output waveguides as a linear combination, as shown in Fig. 1. If 
all elements are lossless, this corresponds to a unitary transformation. 
The most common on-chip implementation is a Mach–Zehnder inter-
ferometer (MZI), shown in Fig. 1c, d, which needs at least two adjustable 
parameters p1 and p2 to independently control the power splitting κ and 
the relative phase delay Δϕ. This can be achieved with two optical phase 
shifters placed in different locations within the MZI (Fig. 1c, d). When 
the two fixed couplers in the MZI have a perfect 50:50 split ratio30,34, all 
coupling ratios from 0% (bar) to 100% (cross) are possible (Fig. 1b). An 
alternative 2 × 2 gate combines a controllable coupler and one phase 
shifter35 (Fig. 1e). These gates work for light flows in both the forward 
and backward directions. The 2 × 2 gate is the key building block for 
the different mesh architectures that we discuss next.

Forward-only meshes
In forward-only mesh networks, light flows in one direction, interfering 
in 2 × 2 gates at every stage. This architecture allows a simple progres-
sive setup—for example, based on minimizing or maximizing power on 
photodetectors—and in some cases self-configures to specific problems 
and self-stabilizes its operation8,14,29–32,36.

Figure 2a shows an example of a simple mesh with five waveguides 
entering a triangular mesh with ‘diagonal lines’ that can each be config-
ured into a self-aligning beam coupler29. When coherent light is injected 
into the input waveguides of a 2 × 2 gate, p1 and p2 can be sequentially 
adjusted so that the beams in the lower output waveguide fully cancel 
out. In Fig. 2a we adjust MZI11 to minimize the power onto detector D11, 
routing all the light into the upper output waveguide. We repeat this for 
MZI12, MZI13 and MZI14, thus combining all the light from waveguides 
1–5 into output 1. This self-configuring algorithm works for any combi-
nation of amplitudes and phases in the input waveguides, and it can be 
run in a repeating loop for real-time adaptation to varying inputs8,14,29,31.

We can cascade additional diagonal lines to perform more complex 
functions, essentially implementing any linear transformation matrix 
between inputs and outputs8,29,33. Detectors D11–D14 in Fig. 2a need to 
be almost transparent, passing most of the power to the next ‘layer’ 
of the circuit. Each successive layer can then be configured sequen-
tially (see ref. 37 for a detailed discussion). Mathematically, amplitude 

vectors, which are injected by adjusting the power and phase of the 
optical modes at the input ports, correspond to the rows of the desired 
matrix30. Physically, orthogonal input beams could be separated auto-
matically by modulating unique tones on those beams that are then 
picked up by the corresponding detectors31.

There are alternative architectures of 2 × 2 optical gates. A ‘binary 
tree’ architecture (Fig. 2d) can also be used as an adaptive beam cou-
pler29,32. A rectangular architecture12, such as the one in Fig. 2e, also 
implements an arbitrary unitary matrix, and there are other architec-
tures that we do not cover in this Review38–40. Although more compact 
than a triangular one, the rectangular architecture does not support 
the convenient self-configuration, but progressive configuration is still 
possible with embedded detectors32,41 . Otherwise, additional optical 
circuits are needed to configure or calibrate the circuit32,42,43. For any 
of these meshes, once the circuit elements are calibrated, arbitrary 
settings can be programmed directly.

Recirculating meshes
Recirculating meshes consist of waveguide loops coupled by 2 × 2 opti-
cal gates, forming a regular two-dimensional (2D) grid. The loops can 
route light in any direction through the mesh, allowing us to program 
a full scattering matrix between all the waveguide ports. Compared to 
forward-only meshes, these meshes allow delays of discrete lengths 
(whole number of segments) to implement interferometric and reso-
nant wavelength filters5,44.

The loops can be connected in different topologies, including 
square5, hexagonal44, triangular35 and alternative geometries23, as 
shown in Fig. 3. When evaluating these topologies3 against integration 
metrics (such as footprint or gates per area) or functional metrics (such 
as reconfiguration capability, losses and the choice of filter periodic-
ity), a hexagonal mesh is particularly attractive, especially because all 
ports can be used as input or output interchangeably. The mesh can 
be configured as a forward-only mesh (although with more gates) or it 
can be programmed as both a finite- and an infinite-impulse-response 
wavelength filter44. The number of unit cells in the mesh determines 
the number and type of functions that can be programmed. A larger 
mesh is more flexible but also induces higher optical losses. Figure 3d–f 
illustrates a two-cavity ring filter in a seven-cell hexagonal mesh. The 
free spectral range (FSR; the frequency spacing between two reso-
nances) is inversely proportional to the optical roundtrip length, so 
we want the rings to be as small as possible. As an example, when each 
of the ‘segments’ in the mesh has an optical path length of ~1 mm, the 
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largest FSR possible in a hexagonal mesh would be ~50 GHz, which suits 
radiofrequency applications.

Because of the feedback loops, recirculating meshes cannot always 
be self-configuring (that is, adjusting themselves without external 
calculations), but they can be configured through pre-characterization 
or optimization methods13.

Generic programmable photonics
Both forward-only and recirculating waveguide meshes can form the 
core of a generic programmable photonic circuit as in Fig. 4a. These 
structures are analogous to a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) 
in electronics3,45. Besides the core, a programmable PIC needs a set of 
input/output optical signal ports. Additionally, we foresee the intro-
duction of dedicated high-performance blocks to perform specialized 
(electro-)optical functions, such as light sources, high-speed modula-
tors, detectors, optical amplifiers, long delay lines and high-quality 
filters, depending on the application. The core waveguide mesh will 
then interconnect those blocks and will be able to be programmed to 
emulate some of those functions, such as delay lines or wavelength 
filters, but not necessarily at the same performance level as dedicated 
blocks.

The technology stack
In practice, to make large waveguide meshes work, we also need driver 
and monitor electronics, control loops, configuration software, as well 
as conveniently packaged optical and microwave interfaces—all of 
which are supported by a development kit for engineers who want to 

integrate a programmable PIC. This technology stack (Fig. 4) is similar 
to that of programmable electronics, but with additional photonic 
functions.

PIC technology
The heart of the programmable circuit is the photonic chip, which can 
be fabricated in a variety of technology platforms1,2,46,47. To accommo-
date a large number of building blocks, these need to be compact48, so 
the most promising platforms are those that have a high refractive index 
contrast; for example, silicon photonics1,46, silicon nitride photonics47 
and indium phosphide PICs2. These technologies rely on wafer-scale 
manufacturing similar to electronic fabrication processes.

The optical waveguide losses are of the order of 0.1–1 dB cm−1, 
depending on the materials and processing quality, which are system-
atically improving. This translates into 50% attenuation over 3–30 cm.

At present, most PIC technologies support only a single layer of opti-
cal waveguides, restricting connections to a single plane and giving 
inherently 2D circuit architectures. Multilayer three-dimensional (3D) 
architectures can increase circuit complexity, flexibility and perfor-
mance, and reduce footprint. Demonstrated multilayer Si photonic 
platforms have added integrated silicon nitride (SiN)46,49–51 or amor-
phous silicon layers52, where waveguides can vertically route light using 
low-loss adiabatic tapers. Such layers allow waveguide crossings with 
ultralow loss and cross-talk49.

Phase shifters and tunable couplers
The key building blocks —the tunable 2 × 2 coupler and the phase shifter 
(Fig. 1)—require low optical insertion loss and low electrical power 
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consumption. In recirculating meshes, the elements should also have 
a short optical path length, allowing the synthesis of large-FSR filters. 
Today, most programmable photonic circuits use electrically driven 
heaters to induce a thermo-optic phase shift53,54. Such thermal tun-
ers are easy to use, but each of them dissipates several milliwatts of 
electrical power (in silicon), has a time constant of 10–100 μs and can 
have thermal cross-talk that needs to be compensated55. Faster tuners 
can use free carriers in semiconductors56,57, but they have much higher 
optical losses; furthermore, their loss depends on the induced phase 
shift, which destroys the basic ‘unitary’ function of the gate. Research 
on improved or alternative approaches to phase shifters is very active. 
Such approaches include the use of materials with high thermo-optic 
coefficient58, piezoactuators59,60, liquid crystals61,62, Pockels effect in 
perovskites63–65 or polymers66, and micro-electromechanical systems 
(MEMS)67,68. Non-volatile actuators, which maintain their state without 
an ‘always-on’ control signal, are also interesting. Examples include 
memristors69, phase-change materials70,71 and mechanically latched 
MEMS67.The 2 × 2 gates that contain these actuators are the primary 
source of loss in the circuit, with values of ~0.05–0.2 dB per gate. Tech-
nological improvements and better designs are reducing these values, 
as required for scaling up the circuits.

Monitors and control loops
With hundreds of thousands of possible optical paths, we need to know 
where the light is on the chip so we can control the actuators. Photodetec-
tors embedded immediately after14,72 or even inside73,74 each tunable ele-
ment can directly track the path of light75. To minimize the optical losses, 
such monitor photodetectors should be as transparent as possible. 
Approaches include waveguide taps14,76, in-line photodetectors72,77 and 
measuring the absorption that is already present in the waveguides72–74

With such monitor signals we can operate the circuit as a 
self-configuring beam coupler14,29,74 or implement self-calibration 

algorithms8,31,37. Elementary tunable cells with integrated monitors 
allow the use of very simple local control loops that do not need a 
centralized control system, similar to reflexes in the human nervous 
system—for example, keeping a 2 × 2 gate at a specific working point 
or stabilizing the wavelength of a filter circuit. The feedback loops 
can be implemented using analogue electronics75, digital electronics 
or software14.

In large programmable PICs, many optical signals can propagate in 
the same waveguides but on different wavelengths, polarizations or 
directions. To disentangle these signals in a monitor detector, we can 
use some form of labelling8,31,36, such as low-amplitude modulation 
tones at unique frequencies8,31. A dithering tone can also be applied 
to each actuator to disentangle their effect on the signal.

Monitors on the edge of the circuit can use non-transparent detec-
tors with higher sensitivity, bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio6,36, but 
they provide only limited insight into the internal distribution of light 
inside the mesh. Forward-only meshes can be fully configured with 
external monitors, using specific algorithms for continuous adapta-
tion8,29,30,32,36,41. However, as circuits are scaled up, it becomes harder 
to control thousands of actuators using a handful of edge detectors. 
This leads to advanced non-convex global optimization algorithms7,11,13, 
which require a centralized electronic control system. The optimal 
trade-off between the number of monitors and the complexity of the 
control depends on the architecture (for example, forward-only versus 
recirculating) and its partitioning.

Electronics, radiofrequency components and packaging
Controlling thousands of actuators and monitors requires a substantial 
amount of electronics, in a combination of analogue (simple reflex-like 
control loops) and digital (global control) circuits. The actuators 
need high-resolution digital-to-analogue converters with sufficient 
precision. Alternatively, we could drive ‘slow’ actuators with direct 
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digital pulse-width modulation62,78. Likewise, monitor readout requires 
analogue-to-digital conversion circuitry. We also need programma-
ble control logic ‘above’ such low-level driver electronics; this can be 
achieved using microcontrollers, FPGAs or digital signal processors 
(DSPs) operating on their own or connected to a computer through 
USB or ethernet.

These electronics need to be physically interfaced with the pho-
tonics chip. Photonic–electronic integration on the same chip offers 
the closest integration79–81, but currently such monolithic integration 
always incurs trade-offs (waveguide losses, limited choice in transistor 
nodes) that limit scaling to large programmable PICs. For this reason, 
hybrid integration approaches, in which electronics and photonics are 
fabricated on separate chips, are still the most practical. Traditional 
wire-bonding on the edge of the chip cannot easily scale up to >1,000 
wires, so approaches based on flip-chipping (Fig. 4b), interposers or 3D 
stacking are the most promising long-term solutions82,83. Multiplexing 
techniques such as row–column addressing of actuators can reduce 
the number of wires84.

Photonic waveguides support a very large signal bandwidth, which 
is why they are used for high-speed communications. To encode 
high-speed, radiofrequency signals (digital or analogue) onto an 
optical carrier, we can use high-speed electro-optic modulators with 
bandwidths exceeding 50 GHz (refs. 57,85). The conversion of modulated 
optical signals to radiofrequency waves is handled by integrated photo-
detectors85,86. These modulators and photodetectors provide the input 
and output ports for microwave signals that are then processed on the 
optical chip3–5,87. Such filter functions programmed in the waveguide 
mesh must have a sufficiently large FSR to capture the entire radiof-
requency bandwidth; for this purpose, the optical path lengths in the 

mesh need to be kept short (for example, an optical ‘segment’ length 
of 1 mm in a hexagonal mesh for an FSR of 50 GHz).

High-speed radiofrequency interfaces require specialized substrates, 
connectors and well designed stripline waveguides82,83,88. Because such 
programmable PICs may also need thousands of electrical control lines 
and multiple optical fibre connections, packaging is a nontrivial part 
of the necessary technology stack.

Amplifiers and light sources
The large waveguide meshes of programmable PICs will accumulate 
higher optical losses than more compact, specialized circuits. On-chip 
amplifiers could compensate such losses, either inside the waveguide 
mesh or on the edge. When combined with a waveguide cavity, such 
amplifiers can form a programmable laser, or their nonlinear behaviour 
can enable all-optical signal processing89.

Not all technology platforms include gain elements. III–V semicon-
ductor platforms allow gain2, but integration of III–V amplifiers in sili-
con photonics is challenging, and most current silicon photonic circuits 
use external light sources. Amplifiers can be bonded on the silicon90, 
and recent studies show the long-term potential of direct epitaxy91. 
Techniques like microtransfer printing92 allow placement of amplifiers 
in cavities, and bonding on the back side of the silicon-on-insulator 
wafer93 gives additional flexibility, enabling arbitrary placement of 
III–V material relative to Si features.

Programming algorithms and routing
Configuring thousands of actuators for flexible and powerful applica-
tions requires programming algorithms and automated methods. Some 
forward-only meshes can be progressively configured for different 
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linear transformations29,37 or layered self-configuring meshes30,37. For 
over-dimensioned meshes with built-in redundancy, in which multiple 
configurations can result in the same functionality, these algorithms 
need to be generalized.

Recirculating architectures (which are generally over-dimensioned) 
require new layers of programming. Two broad classes of such  
programming techniques are ‘black box’ optimization methods13,94,95 
(for example, machine learning) and synthesis techniques. Optimi-
zation methods can operate directly on the hardware and do not 
necessarily require calibration. Synthesis techniques first deduce 
the desired mesh configuration and then apply that to the actuators; 
this requires periodic calibration to assess the operating point of 
each element94. Calibration data can be used in the synthesis pro-
cess itself, for example, to minimize the cost function for routing  
light through the mesh13,94,95 or to compose delay lines with a specific 
dispersion87.

Programming strategies can also leverage excess capacity to incorpo-
rate redundancy and self-healing3,95,96. Even with imperfect fabrication 
and defective elements, the mesh architecture and the software layer 
together can form a reliable system.

As photonic circuits become programmable, the growing devel-
opment community will need a programming infrastructure around 
the photonic and electronic hardware, such as development kits and 
an application programming interface. Just as an electronic FPGA 
is described in its own language (VHDL), programmable PICs might 
require their own descriptive language. With high-level program-
ming capabilities comes the possibility of defining reusable routines 
for operating programmable PICs. As in electronics, reusable blocks 
of code can drastically shorten development time and lead to true  
photonic–electronic systems-on-chip.

Applications
Photonic chips differ from electronic chips in their basic operation and 
in the functions that they can efficiently execute. We therefore expect 
the two types of chips to be complementary: we do not anticipate using 
photonic circuits for the digital computations at which electronics 

excel, but rather for communications, sensing and broadband analogue 
signal processing.

Programmable photonic chips are naturally more generic and flex-
ible than custom-designed circuits. Of course, this programmability 
is only useful if these chips can be used in more than one setting97. PIC 
development has mainly been driven by high-speed communication 
(both telecom and data centres) but other applications, such as sens-
ing and information processing, are being explored. As in electronics, 
we expect different modes in which programmable PICs will fit into 
the ecosystem:
•	Full-custom ASPICs are today the most commonplace photonic chips. 

Like electronic application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), they 
offer optimum performance for the desired function, but they take 
a long time to develop, and make economic sense only if the per-
formance or fabrication volume justifies the cost. Still, even in such 
applications, programmable PICs could accelerate the development 
in early prototyping. However, like FPGAs in electronics, programma-
ble PICs will always have a larger footprint, higher power consumption 
and higher optical losses than specialized ASPICs.

•	Combining programmable photonics with ASPICs can lead to hybrid 
chips in which a programmable core is embedded inside a custom 
ASPIC. Reuse of these cores (and their control logic) can shorten the 
development time of an ASPIC, just like reusable intellectual-property 
blocks in complex electronic chips. These hybrid chips have the same 
manufacturing pipeline as ASPICs, but adding programmability can 
make them more flexible.

•	Programmable and self-configuring PICs can be used for applications 
that require adaptation to problems that change in real time, such as 
adaptive sensing, alignment to changing external optical conditions, 
and mode-unscrambling. In this case, they open application areas 
beyond those of fixed ASPICs.
These different scenarios can be found in many application domains, 

some of which are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Linear vector–matrix products
The optical field at the output of a reconfigurable waveguide mesh 
is a linear combination of the signals at the input ports. Such a linear 
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transformation is mathematically described as a multiplication of a 
vector (the input signals) with a matrix (the mesh), which is executed in 
real time by propagating light through the circuit8. Such matrix opera-
tions can be used in signal processing36,89 and hashing operations98,99, 
but are also essential in emerging fields like quantum information 
processing9,15,100 and artificial neural networks6,7 (see Box 1).

The matrix can also be used as a switching network in optical com-
munication, as a (de)multiplexer/(un)scrambler for different modes 
travelling over an optical fibre31, or even (when used in pairs) to find the 
optimal orthogonal communication channels through a linear system28.

Microwave photonics
In microwave photonics, high-frequency electrical signals are pro-
cessed in the optical domain by modulating them on an optical car-
rier. Photonic circuits for microwave applications4 are mostly ASPICs 
implementing filtering101, waveform generation102, reconfigurable 
delay lines103 or frequency measurements104. These functions can all 
be implemented in generic recirculating waveguide meshes3,5. For 

instance, the meshes in Fig. 3a can be used as a Hilbert transformer, a 
delay line, a notch or bandpass radiofrequency filter, a temporal dif-
ferentiator or integrator, a frequency converter and a programmable 
delay line5,105. These functions are essential to scale down equipment 
for next-generation 5G wireless systems106 and radiofrequency systems 
for aerospace, where photonic chips can reduce power consumption 
and weight. Several applications of microwave photonics are illustrated 
in Fig. 5.

Optical beamforming
Developments in optical beamforming are being driven strongly by 
LiDAR (light detection and ranging)107 technology. A beam of light can 
be constructed using an array of small optical ‘antennas’ by carefully 
controlling the phase and amplitude in each antenna108. This requires 
a large number of independent tuners, as in generic programmable 
circuits. Whereas a generic programmable PIC could serve some simple 
beamforming applications, the performance requirements (for exam-
ple, optical loss and power consumption) will probably dictate the use 

Box 1

Quantum information processing and artificial neural networks
Programmable waveguide meshes can be configured to execute any 
linear transformation between sets of input and output waveguides8, 
acting as a matrix operator that performs real-time calculations in 
the short time that the light requires to traverse the circuit. Such 
operations are key in artificial neural networks, so a programmable 
PIC can act as an accelerator for artificial intelligence and deep-
learning applications6,7.The same linear operations are also at 
the core of photonic quantum computing. Here, the quantum 
information is represented by quantum states of light propagating 
through the PIC100. A popular scheme encodes a quantum bit (qubit) 
as a single photon in a superposition of two waveguides (‘rails’)9.

Deep learning and quantum information processing need more 
functional elements than linear circuits: a nonlinear response is 
required to implement either a neural ‘activation function’ or a 
two-qubit operation7. Both deep learning and quantum computing 
are seeing a rapid co-development of algorithms and hardware. 
Although a lack of sufficient error correction still prevents 
general-purpose quantum computing, noisy intermediate-scale 

quantum (NISQ) processors116 have attained ‘quantum supremacy’, 
outperforming classical computers at certain tasks117. NISQ devices 
will have to be proved to be useful in practical applications. One 
such scheme is quantum machine learning118, which promises to 
process large datasets vastly faster than classical computers.

One way to implement quantum machine learning parallels 
classical photonic deep neural network accelerators (Box 1 Figure): 
stages of linear waveguide meshes are connected by activation 
layers, but these activation layers must have strong coherent 
(reversible) nonlinearities119. In such a ‘quantum optical neural 
network’ (QONN), the task of programming an NISQ computer 
reduces to training the phases in the waveguide mesh through 
supervised learning on input and output quantum states. The 
QONN can be taught to perform a range of quantum information 
processing tasks, including a new approach to quantum optical 
state compression and reinforcement learning. Recently, a QONN 
overcame the challenge120 of programming a one-way quantum 
repeater119.
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Box 1 Figure | Quantum optical neural network based on programmable 
photonics. Such a network, implementing the matrix operations W1, W2 and 
W3, is fed by single photons and nonlinear activation (for example, nonlinear 

materials or atomic nonlinearities). The final state may be measured to 
complete a quantum computation or passed into a quantum network.
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of dedicated circuits. However, optical beamforming can also be used in 
reverse, coupling a distorted incoming field into a single waveguide109. 
A self-aligning beam coupler29 can be used in both directions to align 
itself automatically and adaptively between a source and a target110.

Sensing applications
Light can be used to sense a wide variety of phenomena through 
changes in absorption, phase or wavelength response. PICs form an 
effective sensor platform for transducers (for example, detecting 
biomolecules111), on-chip spectrometers112, readouts for fibre Bragg 
gratings, laser Doppler vibrometers113, optical coherence tomography 
and frequency-modulated continuous-wave LiDAR receivers. Many 
of these could be implemented on a generic programmable PIC, and 
specialized sensor readout circuits could become a primary application 
space. Using the generic chip as the transducer is less likely, because the 
sensing mechanism often requires specialized geometries, chemistry 
or functionalization on chip.

Perspectives
Programmable PICs have the potential to change the way in which people 
use coherent light to manipulate information. Decades ago, program-
mable electronics went through a similar evolution with microproces-
sors, FPGAs and DSPs, and it was no longer necessary to design a custom 
chip to perform a certain function. Instead, an ecosystem arose around 
off-the-shelf programmable electronics, which made it possible to build 
products much faster, more cheaply and with lower error margins114. 
Photonics is already following the electronics model with foundry-based 
manufacturing46,47. Programmable PICs, when available on an industrial 
scale, can take that further, shortening the lead time for photonic chips 
from months to days, eliminating substantial non-recurrent engineering 
costs and shifting product development from hardware to software97. 
This can bring PICs within reach of the creative community of ‘makers’, 
who are innovating with low-cost programmable electronics and addi-
tive manufacturing115. As in electronics, where discrete elements, ASICs 
and programmable integrated circuits coexist, we expect a photonic 
ecosystem in which discrete optics, ASPICs and programmable PICs 
provide their own set of solutions. Although photonic and electronic 
circuits are both chip-based technologies, they are fundamentally dif-
ferent. One key consideration is scaling: the size of photonic building 
blocks and the number integrated on a single chip are fundamentally 
limited by the refractive index contrast of the materials. With silicon 
photonics, we are already approaching the density limit of ~1 million 
components per square centimetre, but there is still a huge space to 
explore in photonic design complexity.

Photonic circuits and electronic circuits are complementary. Because 
photonic circuits are analogue circuits, programmability in photonics 
will apply to different functions from those in programmable electron-
ics. This also means that the abstraction layers that have been devised 
for electronics will need to be reimagined for programmable pho-
tonics. This opens up additional research fields in the higher levels of 
abstraction, on top of standard hardware, and presents opportunities to 
establish a certain level of standardization to help designers define and 
simulate functionality, irrespective of the photonic hardware vendor.

Summary
We have introduced the emerging field of programmable PICs. Today, 
with application-specific PICs already deployed in a variety of appli-
cations, an opportunity arises to develop general-purpose program-
mable PICs. To this end, a complete technology stack is needed to 
complement photonics with electronics, packaging and various soft-
ware layers. These concepts are already being tested for specialized 
applications in quantum information processing and neural networks, 
but general-purpose hardware could be useful for a variety of other 

applications because its reconfigurability can drastically shorten prod-
uct development, and its ability to adapt to changing problems opens 
up possibilities for functional optical systems.
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